Be it enacted by the People of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 39-22-543 as follows:

39-22-543. Deduction from Colorado Gross Income for Economic Use of Primary Vehicle — legislative declaration - rules. (1) Declaration of the People of Colorado: Traffic on Colorado’s roads continues to increase. Because Colorado is committed to reducing the impact of vehicle emissions on our environment and because it is important to make environmentally responsible choices economically feasible for all Coloradans, the state should act to incentivize responsible use of personal vehicles. Accordingly, all Colorado residents should be permitted to claim a deduction from Colorado modified federal adjusted gross income if they drive their primary vehicle less than twelve thousand miles per calendar year.

(2)(a) For tax years commencing on or after January 1, 2021, but before January 1, 2031, there shall be allowed to any resident individual who operates their primary motor vehicle nine thousand miles or less during the tax year, a deduction from Colorado modified federal adjusted gross income of five thousand dollars.

(b) For tax years commencing on or after January 1, 2021, but before January 1, 2031, there shall be allowed to any resident individual who operates their primary motor vehicle greater than nine thousand miles, but less than twelve thousand miles during the tax year, a deduction from Colorado modified federal adjusted gross income of five thousand dollars.

(3)(a) As used in this section, “primary motor vehicle” means the motor vehicle, as defined at section 42-1-102(58), that is:

(I) Operated the most miles by the resident individual in the tax year for which a deduction to Colorado modified federal adjusted gross income under this section is claimed; and

(II) Operated by the resident individual for over six months in the tax for which a deduction to Colorado modified federal adjusted gross income income under this section is claimed.
(b) **ONLY ONE RESIDENT INDIVIDUAL MAY CLAIM A DEDUCTION TO COLORADO MODIFIED FEDERAL ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME UNDER THIS SECTION FOR ANY GIVEN MOTOR VEHICLE FOR ANY TAX YEAR.**

(4) **THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE MAY PROMULGATE RULES FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THIS SECTION.**

(5) **THIS SECTION IS REPEALED EFFECTIVE APRIL 16, 2035.**

**SECTION 2. Effective date - applicability.** All Sections shall take effect on January 1, 2021.